Think about the Mexican-American War and list causes that led up to the war. Write three results of the war and describe the results with an extension of ideas.

**Why? Main idea (red)**
- What conclusions can you draw from this information?

**Cause**
- Texas Annexation
- Border Dispute
- U.S. Army "invasion"
- Mexican Retaliation

**Mexican-American War**

**Effect**
- Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
- Mexican Cession
- U.S. Manifest Destiny
- U.S. gains Nevada and California
- Mexican losses
- Mexican cession
- U.S. expansion

**Where? How do you know? (green)**
- Mexico to recognize U.S. boundary on 49" lat. north
- Mexico loses parts of 7
- Nevada Territory
- U.S. gains California

**Who or What? Point of View? (blue)**
- For the U.S. or for this time period?